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Summary Review

Date December 21, 2018
From Gerald D. Podskalny DO, MPHS
Subject Summary Review
NDA/BLA #
Supplement#

NDA 209184

Applicant Acorda Therapeutics, Inc.
Date of Submission 12/05/2017 (Resubmission after Refuse to File)
PDUFA Goal Date 01/05/2019 Extended
Proprietary Name /
Established (USAN) names

Inbrija/Levodopa Inhaled Powder

Dosage forms / Strength Inhaled Powder/42 mg capsules
Proposed Indication(s) For the intermittent treatment of OFF episodes in patients 

with Parkinson’s disease treated with carbidopa/levodopa

Recommended: Approval

1. Introduction and Background

Inbrija (also called CVT-301 during development) is a new co-packaged drug-device 
combination product proposed for the intermitted treatment of off episodes in patients with 
Parkinson’s disease (PD).  The drug component of Inbrija is a new dosage form (powder) for 
levodopa allowing orally-inhaled delivery using a breath-actuated inhaler.

The applicant submitted a 505(b)(2) NDA that references FDA’s finding of clinical safety, and 
nonclinical and clinical pharmacology information for listed drug Sinemet (carbidopa/
levodopa) 25/100 mg oral tablets.  Efficacy and additional safety information are provided by 
clinical trials conducted by the applicant that are essential to the application.  

The applicant originally submitted the NDA on June 27, 2017, but this was issued a refuse-to-
file letter because of CMC deficiencies.  The applicant resubmitted the application on January
5, 2017.

2. CMC/Device

The Center for Devices and Radiological Health (CDRH) and the CDER Office of Product 
Quality (OPQ) completed a collaborative review of the application. The CDRH and OPQ 
review team is presented in Table 1. 
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Table 1: CDRH and OPQ review team

Discipline Primary Reviewer Secondary Reviewer
Drug Substance Charles Jewell Ali al-Hakim

Product and Labeling Dan Berger Wendy Wilson-Lee

Process Yaodong (Tony) Huang Nallaperumal Chidambaram

Facility Steve Hertz Ruth Moore
Biopharmaceutics Akm Khairuzzaman Ta-Chen Wu
Regulatory Business
Process Manager Dahlia Walters

Application Technical Lead Martha Heimann

Laboratory (OTR) N/A
ORA Lead N/A
Environmental N/A
Lead Reviewer Brandon Blakely CDRH/ODE/DAGRID/RPDB
Device Biocompatibility BiFeng Qian CDRH/ODE/DAGRID/INCB
Cleaning/Disinfection Christopher Dugard CDRH/ODE/DAGRID/INCB

The drug substance (DS) manufacture was referenced in a DMF for levodopa held by 
 which was reviewed and found adequate to 

support the NDA. The DS has a USP monograph, and the impurities described in the 
monograph were all present at levels that are at or below the USP limits.  Three potential 
process impurities were adequately controlled at levels below the reporting threshold.  The 
container, stability information and post-approval stability protocol and commitment were all 
acceptable.

The drug product (DP) is a co-packaged drug and device combination product.  The drug 
component is a capsule filled with levodopa powder.  The applicant only plans to manufacture a
42-mg capsule strength.  The device is a proprietary metered-dose oral inhaler. The DP contains 
two excipients, sodium chloride and dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC).  A Letter of 
Authorization was provided by the applicant to DMF for DPPC.  DPPC is the major 
component of human surfactant and it is a major ingredient in a marketed product, Surfaxin.  
The OPQ reviewer commented that the DPPC and sodium chloride are present in acceptable 
levels and they   

The OPQ reviewer commented that stability testing results support a 24-month shelf-life for the 
capsules stored at room temperature.  The applicant’s commitment to place the first 3 
commercial batches on long-term stability as specified in the stability protocol, and a minimum 
of one batch each year and report the results including any deviations is acceptable.
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The device is a metered dose inhaler that delivers the powdered drug product.  The medication 
dose is supplied by a capsule that is placed in the body of the inhaler.  The mouthpiece is 
replaced on top of the body containing the capsule (Figure 1).  The mouthpiece is depressed
which forces the capsule on to the tines at the top of the plunger which punctures the capsule. 
This releases the powdered drug product into the aerosol chamber formed by the space 
surrounding the staple guide, body and mouthpiece. The airflow caused by the patient inhaling 
through the mouthpiece delivers the drug. Patients are instructed to inhale through the 
mouthpiece of the device until they hear or feel a whirling sound.  To deliver the recommended 
dose of 84 mg of levodopa, the patient repeats the procedure, inhaling the contents of two 42 
mg capsules.

Figure 1. CVT-301 Inhaler Schematic Diagram

CVT-301 Inhaler with the Cap and Mouth-Piece Removed
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CVT-301 Inhaler

The manufacturing facilities included in the application were recommended for approval.
The OPQ and CDRH review team recommend approval of the application.

3. Nonclinical Pharmacology/Toxicology

LuAnn McKinney, DVM, DACVP is the primary nonclinical reviewer for this application.  Dr. 
Lois Freed, PhD is the nonclinical supervisor.

Dr. Freed notes that the battery of nonclinical studies conducted by the sponsor is generally 
consistent with recommendations made by the Division during clinical development and with 
relevant guidance. The highest doses tested in the toxicity studies do not provide a safety 
margin compared to the maximum recommended human dose (MRHD) of 420 mg/day, based 
on systemic levodopa exposure; however, the systemic effects of levodopa are well-known in 
animals and humans. The nonclinical data also provide a minimally acceptable evaluation of 
local toxicity.

Overall, the nonclinical data submitted are adequate to support approval of the NDA.

4. Clinical Pharmacology 

Mariam Ahmed, PhD, is the primary Clinical Pharmacology reviewer for this application.  Drs.
Kevin Krudys, PhD; Sreedharan Sabarinath, PhD are the Clinical Pharmacology supervisors.

The applicant conducted a bridging relative bioavailability study (CVT-301-010) between 
CVT-301 and listed product Sinemet 25/100 mg tablets. This was a single-dose, open-label, 
randomized, 3-period crossover study in 24 healthy male and female volunteers. Two doses of 
CVT-301 were tested: 60 mg and 84 mg. 
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The estimate for the bioavailability of levodopa after administration of CVT-301 84 mg,
relative to Sinemet 25/100 mg oral tablets, is about 70%. Tmax was about 15 minutes earlier 
following administration of CVT-301 84 mg, but Cmax and AUC 0-24 were substantially lower 
for CVT-301 84 mg compared with oral Sinemet (see Table 2).

Table 2. Dose-Normalized AUC0-24h and Cmax for Levodopa following Oral Doses of 
SINEMET® 25-100 and Inhaled Doses of 60 mg and 84 mg CVT-301- Unadjusted for 
Baseline

PK Parameter (Unit) Treatment Treatment vs. SINEMET® 25-100 mg

Ratio (%)a 90% CI

DN-Cmax (ng/mL/mg) CVT-301 60 mg 53.9 47.1-61.8

CVT-301 84 mg 51.3 44.8-58.7

DN-AUC0-24h
(h•ng/mL/mg)

CVT-30160 mg 70.8 64.6-77.6

CVT-301 84 mg 69.1 63.1-75.7

The ratio of dose normalized AUC represents the bioavailability of CVT-301 60 mg and CVT-301 84
mg relative to SINEMET® 25-100 mg. From the FDA Clinical Pharmacology Review

The OCP reviewer commented that the study results provide an adequate PK bridging to the 
listed drug (LD).

Studies in Subgroups

Effects of Gender
The reviewer noted a statistically significant (p<0.05) difference in LD’s exposure parameters 
between males and females. However, the difference was accounted for by the differences in
body weight between the male and female patients.  No dosing adjustment is necessary based 
on gender.

Effects of Smoking
The applicant conducted a study (CVT-301-007) to compare the safety and levodopa 
pharmacokinetics following a single-dose administration of CVT-301 in smoking and non-
smoking adults. The mean Cmax and AUC0-24h were slightly higher in smokers compared
to non-smokers (Table 3).

Table 3. Statistical analyses of the effects of smoking on the PK parameters of levodopa 
PK Parameter (Unit) Non-smokers Smokers Smokers vs. Non-smokers

Ratio 90% CI CV%

AUC0-24h

(ng•hr/mL)
1368 (31) 1523 (25) 111.3 91.7, 135.2 45.2

AUC0-

(ng·hr/mL)
1350 (30) 1497 (24) 110.9 91.0, 135.1 45.2

Cmax (ng/mL) 684 (31) 765 (25) 111.9 93.4, 134.1 41.9
Source: FDA Clinical Pharmacology Review
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Study CVT-301-008
The applicant also conducted a study in patients with asthma. Study CVT-301-008 was a 
double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled, 2-period, crossover study in 25 adults with 
asthma. Subjects took 3 doses of Inbrija or placebo, each separated by 4 hours on the first day 
of dosing, followed by a day of washout before a second day of receiving 3 doses. Overall, the 
PK of levodopa profile was similar between subjects in previous studies and asthmatic subjects 
in this study. Because of the risk of bronchospasm in patients with asthma, the applicant is 
proposing not to recommend Inbrija for use in these patients.

Overall, the Office of Clinical Pharmacology recommends approval of the application.

5. Clinical/Statistical- Efficacy

The primary statistical reviewer for this application was Dr. Sungwon Lee, PhD, with 
supervisory review provided by Drs. Kun Jin, PhD and James Hung, PhD.  Dr. Susanne 
Goldstein was the clinical reviewer.

Study CVT-301-004 is the pivotal study supporting efficacy in the application. Study CVT-
301-004 (referred to as Study 004) was a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study 
that compared CVT-301 60 mg capsule dose (35 mg fine particle dose [FPD]) and 84 mg (50 
mg FPD) to placebo, in parallel groups.  

The study included three periods: a 5-week screening period, a 12-week maintenance period,
and a 1- or 2-week follow-up period.  Patients completing the study were given the opportunity 
to enroll in an open-label extension study (CVT-301-400E) [see Figure 2].

Figure 2. Study CVT-301-400 Design Schematic

The study inclusion and exclusion criteria appear reasonable and likely represent patients who 
will use this drug-device combination product.
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Key Inclusion Criteria
Idiopathic PD (United Kingdom [UK] PD Society Brain Bank clinical criteria)
Male or female, age 30 to 85 years, inclusive
Stage 1 to 3 modified Hoehn & Yahr (H&Y) scale score of PD severity
A minimum of 2 hours of average daily OFF time per waking day (excluding early 
morning OFF time) on the PD Patient Diary
S

Key Exclusion Criteria
Previous surgery for treatment of PD including deep brain stimulation
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), asthma, or other chronic respiratory 
disease within the last 5 years
History of symptomatic orthostatic hypotension despite adequate treatment.

Patients received study drug kits and the IFU for use at home. Patients were instructed to take 
their standard oral PD medications as prescribed on their usual schedule of administration, 
which was not to be modified during the 12 weeks of study drug treatment.

Patients could use study drug up to 5 times during the waking day, as close as possible to the 
time when they began to experience OFF symptoms, which could be motor or nonmotor.

Primary endpoint

The primary endpoint of the study was the change from pre-dose in the Unified Parkinsons 
Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) part 3 (motor) score at 30 minutes post-dose, assessed in the 
clinic 12 weeks after randomization. The UPDRS Part 3 total score was calculated as the sum 
of the individual items of the UPDRS Part 3 separately at each time point.  

Patients came to the clinic after taking their usual morning medications for PD.  The arrived in 
the ON state.  Patients were not allowed to take additional PD medications while they waited in 
the clinic to turn OFF.  The UPDRS was assessed in the OFF state, followed by administration 
of CVT-301.  The UPDRS was assess at 10, 20, 30, and 60 minutes after administration of 
study medication.  The patients resumed taking their usual PD medication after the last UPDRS 
was assessed at 60 minutes.

Key Secondary Endpoints

Proportion of patients achieving resolution of an OFF to an ON state within 60 minutes 
after study drug is administered in the clinic and maintaining the ON at 60 minutes after 
study drug administration (per the examiner’s subjective assessment).

Change from pre-dose in UPDRS Part 3 motor score at 20 minutes following treatment 
of patients experiencing an OFF episode in the clinic at Week 12.

PGI-C rating scale measured predose at Week 12.
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Change from pre-dose in UPDRS Part 3 motor score at 10 minutes following treatment 
of patients experiencing an OFF episode in the clinic at Week 12.

Change from baseline in patient-recorded total daily OFF time, assessed by the patient 
and recorded in the PD Diary for 3 consecutive days prior to Week 12

Randomization was stratified by the Hoehn and Yahr (H&Y) scale rating category (H&Y<2.5 

each group and by screening spirometry results measured by the forced expiratory volume in 1 
ation capacity of the 

study drug in each group.

Figure 3. Fixed Sequence Hierarchical Testing Procedure

Testing started with the primary endpoint at the high dose, following the order illustrated in 
Figure 3. The testing procedure ended if the p-value associated with an endpoint included in the 
hierarchy was 0.05 or higher. The endpoint comparisons were hierarchically ordered, so that 
the fixed sequential testing method was applied to control an overall type 1 error.

Study results

Three-hundred fifty-one (351) patients were randomized in a 1:1:1 ratio to each of the three 
arms of the study.  Three-hundred-thirty-nine (339) patients received at least one dose of CVT-
301.  The intention to treat (ITT) and safety population were identical, with 339 total subjects.  
The subjects enrolled in 65 sites in the United States (US) (52), Poland (8), Canada (4) and 1 
site in Spain.  Two-hundred-forty-eight subjects were from sites in the US. 
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The study population was approximately one-quarter women and approximately 95% white, 
both typical demographic features in a PD study. Two-thirds of the population had a Hoehn and 
Yahr score at baseline of 2.5 or higher (see Table 4).  The distribution of patients with key 
demographic and disease severity indicators were consistent across the treatment arms.

Table 4. Demographic and Baseline Characteristics of the Primary Analysis Set

Characteristics Placebo 
(n=112)

CVT-301 60 
mg (n=113)

CVT-301 84 
mg (n=114)

Total
(n=339)

Age <65 55 (49%) 54 (48%) 58 (51%) 167 (49%)
57 (51%) 59 (52%) 56 (49%) 172 (51%)

Gender Male 86 (77%) 80 (71%) 83 (73%) 249 (74%)
Female 26 (23%) 33 (29%) 31 (27%) 90 (26%)

Race

White 107 (95%) 107 (95%) 107(94%) 321 (95%)
Black 0 (0%) 3 (3%) 4 (4%) 7 (2%)
Asian 4 (4%) 0 (0%) 2 (2%) 6 (2%)
Other 1 (1%) 3 (2%) 1 (1%) 5 (1%)

Spirometry FEV1<60% 6 (5%) 6 (5%) 7 (6%) 19 (6%)
106 (95%) 107 (95%) 107 (94%) 320 (94%)

Disease 
severity

H&Y<2.5 74 (66%) 74 (66%) 72 (63%) 220 (65%)
38 (34%) 39 (34%) 42 (37%) 119 (35%)

Source: FDA statistical review

Study results are presented in Table 5. The statistical reviewer verified the applicant’s result for 
the primary endpoint using a mixed model for repeated measurements (MMRM). The Cochran-
Mantel-Haenszel (CMH) test was used to analyze the first key secondary endpoint. 

Table 5. Hierarchical Evaluation of the Primary and Key Secondary Efficacy Endpoints 
at Treatment Visit 4 (Week 12) – CVT-301 84 mg and 60 mg versus Placebo (ITT 
Population)

Endpoint Statistics Placebo vs CVT-
301

84 mg

Placebo vs CVT-
301

60 mg
Primary efficacy endpoint for

84 mg
The change from pre-dose in the 
UPDRS part 3 motor score at 30 

minutes post-dose at TV4

Least square mean difference
(mean change in CVT-301 84 mg –

mean change in placebo)
95% confidence Interval

P-value

-3.92
(-6.84, -1.00)

0.009

-3.07
(-5.99, -0.16)

First key secondary efficacy 
endpoint for 84 mg

The proportion of patients who 
achieve resolution of an OFF 
state to an ON state within 60 

minutes after study drug 
administration at the clinic at 

Common odds ratio
(odds in CVT-301 84 mg / odds in 

placebo)
95% confidence Interval

P-value

2.4
(1.35, 4.26)

0.003

2.25
(1.26, 4.02)
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TV4 and maintain the ON state at 
60 minutes post-dose

Second key secondary efficacy 
endpoint for 84 mg

The change from pre-dose in 
UPDRS part 3 motor score at 20 

minutes post-dose at TV4

Least square mean difference
(mean change in CVT-301 84 mg –

mean change in placebo)
95% confidence Interval

P-value

-2.55
(-5.22, 0.13)
0.062 (stop 

testing)

-1.98
(-4.65, 0.70)

Patient Global Impression of 
Change (PGI-C) score at TV4.
The proportion of patients who 

improved (a little improved, 
improved or much improved) 

Common odds ratio
(odds in CVT-301 84 mg / odds in 

placebo)
95% confidence Interval

2.85
(1.56, 5.13)

1.94
(1.08, 3.46)

The change from baseline to TV4 
in patient-recorded total daily 
OFF time as recorded in the 

Parkinson’s disease diary for the 
3 consecutive days prior to clinic 

visits

Least square mean difference
(mean change in CVT-301 84 mg –

mean change in placebo)
95% confidence Interval

0.01
(-0.55, 0.56)

-0.10
(-0.66, 0.46)

The change from baseline on the 
UPDRS part 3 motor score at 10 

minutes post-dose at TV4

Least square mean difference
(mean change in CVT-301 84 mg –

mean change in placebo)
95% confidence Interval

-2.26
(-4.48, -0.04)

-0.97
(-3.19, 1.24)

Adapted from the FDA statistical review. TV4 = Week 12.

The UPDRS part 3 is designed to assess the severity of the cardinal motor findings (e.g., 
tremor, rigidity, bradykinesia, postural instability) in patients with Parkinson’s disease. It is 
insufficient, by itself, to establish the clinical meaningfulness of the change observed. 
The signicantly greater proportion of patients on Inbrija, compared with placebo, who achieved
resolution of an OFF state to an ON state within 60 minutes after study drug administration and 
maintained the ON state at 60 minutes post-dose, supports the clinical meaningfulness of the 
observed UPDRS Part 3 motor score changes assessed in the primary endpoint.

According to the applicant’s hierarchy, the analysis of efficacy stopped after the first key 
secondary endpoint, which had a p value >0.05. However, the difference between placebo and 
CVT-301 84 mg on the change from pre-dose in the UPDRS Part 3 motor score at 30 minutes 
post-dose at Week 12 was nearly statistically significant (p=0.062), and the comparison of the 
CVT-301 84 mg group and placebo on the PGIC at Week 12 had a nominal p-value of < 0.001.  
These results also support the clinical meaningfulness of the primary endpoint results.

Results on most efficacy endpoints were numerically better for the 84-mg dose than for the 60-
mg dose of Inbrija.

The statistical reviewer conducted sensitivity analyses of the primary endpoint to explore the 
effects on the primary endpoint of a site in Poland that had an unusually large effect on the 
primary outcome in favor of treatment with CVT-301.  The results of the sensitivity analyses 
that used a monotone imputation method did not change the efficacy conclusion for the primary 
endpoint. The statistical reviewer’s subgroup analysis found that the net effect on the 
difference between placebo and CVT-301 on post dose UPDRS part 3 scores from sites in 
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Europe (-4.79) was greater than in sites in North America (3.13). However, sites in North 
America enrolled more than 3 times the number of patients compared to sites in Europe.
The statistical reviewer’s subgroup analysis found that the effect on the primary endpoint was 
lower in women.  Women only made up 27% of the 84-mg cohort, which limits the 
interpretability of the finding.

Study CVT-301-003

The applicant also conducted a Phase 2b randomized, double-blind study, in which CVT-301
was compared to placebo, for the treatment of up to 3 OFF periods per day (Study CVT-301-
003). Two CVT-301 dose levels were examined during the study: CVT-301 35 mg FPD and 
CVT-301 50 mg FPD. The primary endpoint of Study CVT-301-003 was the mean change from 
pre-dose in the average UPDRS Part 3 score obtained over 10, 20, 30 and 60 minutes following 
treatment of OFF episodes observed at Week 4. The study, which had 86 patients in the intent 
to treat population (ITT), met its prespecified primary endpoint.  

6. Safety
The clinical development program for CVT-301 includes six Phase 1, two Phase 2 and three 
Phase 3 studies, including a pivotal 12-week, double-blind, placebo-controlled study.  The 
safety analysis focuses primarily on the first four studies listed in table 6.  The last two safety 
studies in table 6, Study CVT-301-007 and CVT-301-008, were conducted in healthy 
volunteers.

Safety analysis pools are:
Pool 1: All Safety Population subjects in placebo-controlled multiple-dose studies in PD 
subjects (CVT-301-003 and CVT-301-004).
Pool 2: All CVT-301-treated Safety Population subjects in uncontrolled or observational 
cohort controlled multiple-dose studies in PD subjects (CVT-301- 005 and CVT-301-
004E)
Pool 3: All CVT-301-treated Safety Population subjects in uncontrolled, placebo-
controlled or observational cohort-controlled multiple-dose studies in PD subjects 
(CVT-301-003, CVT-301-004, CVT-301-005 and CVT-301-004E)

Table 6. Studies included in the Safety Review

Protocol 
Number.
(Phase)

Study Design
Treatment
Regimen

Duration
of
Treatme

t
CVT-301-003
(Phase 2b)

Multicenter, randomized, double-
blind, placebo-controlled study

DL1: 30 mg LD;
DL2: 50 mg LD;
Placebo

4 weeks

CVT-301-004
(Phase 3)

Multicenter, randomized, double-
blind, placebo-controlled study

DL1: 60 mg LD;
DL2: 84 mg LD;
Placebo

12 weeks
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CVT-301-004E
(Phase 3)

12-month, dose-level blinded,
multicenter, long-term extension
study

DL1: 60 mg LD;
DL2: 84 mg LD

52 weeks

CVT-301-005
(Phase 3)

12-month, open-label, randomized,
multicenter, observational cohort-
controlled study

84 mg LD;
Observational cohort: usual
standard of care

52 weeks

Special Populations Studies

CVT-301-007
(Phase 1)

Open label, parallel group study in
smokers and non-smokers

50 mg LD FPD;
50 mg CD (as 2X Lodosyn® 25
mg)

Single dose
crossover,
with CD
pretreatment

CVT-301-008
(Phase 1)

Double-blind, randomized, placebo-
controlled, 2-period, crossover study
in asthmatic adults

50 mg LD FPD;
Placebo;
50 mg CD (as 2X Lodosyn® 25
mg)

Single dose
crossover,
with CD
pretreatment

CD = carbidopa

Study CVT-301-004E served as the extension study for patients completing studies CVT-301-
004 and CVT-301-009.  Patients from those studies could be enrolled if they met the CVT-301-
004E eligibility criteria. In addition, patients who were CVT-301-naive, including patients who 
had been randomized to the observational arm of the CVT-301-005 study and former CVT-301-
003 study patients, could also be enrolled if they met the CVT-301-004E eligibility criteria.
Patients randomized to CVT-301 in double-blinded CVT-301-004 study remained on the same 
blinded dose level in study CVT-301-004E. Patients who received placebo in CVT-301-004
and all former CVT-301-003 and CVT-301-009 patients, as well as any additional CVT-301
naive patients, were randomized in 1:1 ratio to CVT-301 60 mg or 84 mg in the CVT-301-004E 
study. Randomization was stratified by the patient’s Hoehn & Yahr disease severity scale rating 

each treatment group and by screening 
spirometry (FEV1 <60% of predict

.

Study CVT-301-005 was a 12-month, open-label, randomized, multicenter study that evaluated 
the safety and effects of inhaled CVT-301 84 mg for the treatment of up to 5 OFF periods per 
day in patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) experiencing motor fluctuations (OFF periods),
and included a concurrent observational cohort of patients with PD managed using standard-of-
care treatments (Observational Cohort). The objective of study CVT-301-005 was to evaluate
the safety and effects of inhaled CVT-301 84 mg for the treatment of up to 5 OFF periods per 
day in patients with PD.  Patients in the observational cohort (OC) were managed using 
standard-of-care treatments for PD and they did not receive any inhaled treatments. Patients 
were randomly assigned in a 2:1 ratio to the CVT-301 treatment group (inhaled CVT-301; 84 
mg total capsule dose) or to the OC.

Overall Exposure

CVT-301 is designed to be used intermittently.  It is expected that some patients may use CVT-
301 at least once a day, and others that may not use CVT-301 for days or weeks. 
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Seven-hundred-five subjects received at least one dose of 60 mg or 84 mg of CVT-301 in a 
clinical trial.  Although the applicant reports that 365 patients were exposed to CVT-301 84 mg 
for at least 6 months, and 307 patients for at least 12 months, few patients used 5 doses per day,
as shown in Table 7. Most patients received between 1 and 3 doses per day.  The applicant
estimates approximately 20% of patients received 3 doses per day for between 154 and 350 
nonconsecutive days. The number of patients who received at least one day of 5 or more doses 
per day was 260 (Table 8). This number is adequate the support the safety of a maximum 
recommended dosage of up to 5 doses per day of treatment with 84 mg of CVT-301.

Table 7. Number of Patients treated with 5 or More Doses Per Day for 3 to 12 months
Dose Categories* Months of Exposure** N=469***

Doses per Day (Treated Consecutively) to <6 months 4
<12 months 0

1
Doses per Day (Treated Non-Consecutively) <6 months 13

<12 months 4
2

NOTE: Studies CVT-301-004, 004e and 005 were included in this analysis. 
* Consecutive 
dosing. Non-
***Number of subjects taking at least one dose of 84 mg.
Source: Applicant’s Post hoc Table 8.1.1 and Table 8.1.2

Table 8.  Patients treated with 5 or More Doses At Least Once
POOL 1 POOL 2 POOL 3

CVT-301
N=270

Placebo
N=155

CVT-301
N=583

CVT-301
N=705

Total Duration of Study
Participation in Subject-Years 52.35 27.58 468.76 521.11

Exposure to study treatment
(days)

N 270 155 583 705

Mean (SD) 70.8 (28.0) 65.0 (30.6) 293.7 (123.0) 270.0 (155.2)

Median 85.0 84.0 363.0 358.0

Min, Max 1, 124 1, 120 1, 449 1, 537

Exposure to study treatment,
categorical,a n (%)

< 3 months 73 (27.0) 58 (37.4) 62 (10.6) 116 (16.5)

3 months 197 (73.0) 97 (62.6) 521 (89.4) 589 (83.5)

6 months 478 (82.0) 487 (69.1)

9 months 446 (76.5) 450 (63.8)
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12 months 383 (65.7) 392 (55.6)

Proportion of subjects using
the doses per day at least once,
n (%)

0 doses 207 (76.7) 117 (75.5) 492 (84.4) 595 (84.4)

1 doses 265 (98.1) 149 (96.1) 565 (96.9) 688 (97.6)

2 doses 247 (91.5) 139 (89.7) 544 (93.3) 655 (92.9)

3 doses 207 (76.7) 128 (82.6) 483 (82.8) 584 (82.8)

4 doses 120 (44.4) 70 (45.2) 355 (60.9) 412 (58.4)

5 doses 52 (19.3) 20 (12.9) 168 (28.8) 198 (28.1)

>5 doses 11 (4.1) 8 (5.2) 56 (9.6) 62 (8.8)

Proportion of daysb with
number of doses administered

0 doses 3835 (20.1) 1780 (17.7) 30821 (18.0) 34656 (18.2)

1 doses 5133 (26.8) 2680 (26.6) 40362 (23.6) 45495 (23.9)

2 doses 4895 (25.6) 2613 (25.9) 40075 (23.4) 44970 (23.6)

3 doses 3456 (18.1) 2088 (20.7) 37797 (22.1) 41253 (21.7)

4 doses 1338 (7.0) 795 (7.9) 17156 (10.0) 18494 (9.7)

>5 doses 43 (0.2) 8 (0.1) 172 (0.1) 215 (0.1)
Source Applicant’s ISS-Update P. 31 of 115

Safety experience in Study CVT-301-004

Study CVT-301-004 is the randomized, placebo-controlled study that provides the primary 
support for effectiveness in the application and it provides the most interpretable information 
for adverse events (Table 9).

Table 9. Study CVT-301-004 Analysis Populations

STUDYID ACTARM Full 
Analysis

Safety ITT Per-Protocol Completer

CVT-301-
004

CVT-301 60 mg 113 113 113 97 96

CVT-301 84 mg 114 114 114 94 97
Placebo 112 112 112 95 97

Source: Applicant’s ISS

The total number of patients who discontinued early was the same in both dose groups (Table 
10) and slightly higher than placebo
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Table 10. Study CVT-301-004 Discontinuation
Reason CVT-301 60 mg CVT-301 84mg Placebo
Adverse event 3 6 3
Lack of efficacy 1 1 0
Lost to follow-up 2 0 0
Other 2 1 2
Withdrawal by subject 9 9 10
All 17 17 15
Source: Applicant’s ISS

Serious Adverse Events
Eleven patients reported 19 nonfatal serious adverse events, six in the CVT-301 60-mg group, 
two in the CVT-301 84-mg group, and 3 on placebo. There were no serious adverse events that 
occurred in more than one person in the CVT-301 84 mg group or in placebo.  Chest pain (n=2) 
was the only serious adverse event that occurred in at least 2 people in the CVT-301 60 mg 
group.  There was one serious adverse event with a fatal outcome.  This patient committed 
suicide while receiving CVT-301 60 mg in the study.

All Adverse Events

Cough and fall were the most commonly reported adverse events (Table 11). Upper respiratory 
tract infection, nausea and discolored sputum were dose related.  Dyskinesia occurred with the 
same frequency in both CVT-301 treated groups.

Table 11. Study CVT-301-004 All Adverse Reaction 2% or Higher in Any CVT-301
Group and Greater than Placebo

Preferred Term CVT-301 60 mg 
N=113

%

CVT-301 84 mg 
N=114

%

Placebo 
N=112

%
Cough 15 15 2
Upper respiratory tract 
infection

2 6 3

Nausea 0 5 3
Sputum discoloured 0 5 0
Dyskinesia 4 4 0
Vomiting 0 3 0
Nasopharyngitis 2 3 2
Fall 4 3 2
Chest discomfort 0 2 0
Laceration 2 2 0
Skin abrasion 0 2 0
Blood bilirubin 
increased

1 2 0

Red blood cell count 
decreased

1 2 0
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Preferred Term CVT-301 60 mg 
N=113

%

CVT-301 84 mg 
N=114

%

Placebo 
N=112

%
Pain in extremity 2 2 1
Headache 4 2 0
Insomnia 1 2 1
Nasal discharge 
discolouration

2 2 0

Oropharyngeal pain 0 2 0
Influenza 4 1 0
Urinary tract infection 3 1 0
Back pain 4 1 0
Throat irritation 7 1 0
Hypertension 2 1 1
Flatulence 2 0 0
Chest pain 2 0 0
Pyrexia 3 0 0
Musculoskeletal pain 2 0 1
Paraesthesia 2 0 0

Adverse Events in Subgroups
In patients treated with 84 mg of CVT-301, cough and falls occurred much more frequently in 
women, 23% and 6%, respectively versus 12% and 1% in men. In patients age 65 years or 
older, cough (25%), upper respiratory infection (11%) and nausea (7%) were common than in 
patients age 64 years and below, at 5%, 2% and 3%, respectively.

Hallucinations and Impulse Control Disorder
Two patients reported hallucination in each CVT-301 group and in the placebo group. One 
patient in the CVT-301 84-mg group had impulse control disorder.

Pulmonary Function Testing
Certain prespecified spirometry and DLCO test result changes during the study were considered 
of potential clinical significance, regardless of the presence of symptoms, and these data were 
subject to additional review and adjudication by the consulting pulmonologist and other Acorda 
medical experts. Pulmonary function alert criteria were as follows:

At baseline, a FEV1 a decrease in FEV1 and a decrease in FEV1 of 200 mL,
compared with predose results; and/or (2) a reduction in the FEV1/FVC ratio to < 60%.

At any subsequent study visit: (1) a change from baseline value in FEV1 or FVC
15%; or (2) a change from baseline value in DLCO (3) a decrease to below
60% of predicted value for DLCO.

Overall, the proportion of patients experiencing a reduction in FEV1 or change in FEV1/FVC 
ratio was low, and similar across all treatment groups (Table 12).
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Table 12. Pulmonary Function: Categories of Percent Change from Baseline in DLCO at 
Week 12 (Safety Population)

Clinical Study Report: CVT-301-004 P.152

The proportion of patients with a decrease or increase in DLCO category was also low and
similar in across treatment groups.

Vital Signs
There were no changes in mean systolic, or diastolic blood pressure or pulse values or 
individual shifts from normal to abnormal that indicate a dose-response or suggest an increased 
frequency of abnormality in the CVT-301-treated population, compared to placebo.  The 
percentage of patients with orthostatic changes in blood pressure remained similar at all in-
person visits and across the treatment groups and placebo.  

Electrocardiograms
There were no notable changes from baseline to Week 12 or the Follow-up Visit in ECG 
interval values (HR; RR, PR, QRS, and QT interval; and QTcB or QTcF) in any treatment 
group.

Clinical Laboratory Assessments
There was no notable difference in shifts from the baseline visit to Week 12 or follow-up visit 
in hematology or chemistry values between treatment groups.

Safety Experience in Uncontrolled Studies (Pool 2)

Disposition
The discontinuation rate in long-term uncontrolled studies (Pool 2) was 27%, compared with . 
approximately 15% of patients in controlled studies (Pool 1) (Table 13). Approximately 30%
of patients who discontinued early cited adverse event as the reason.  Pools 2 include open-
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label studies that are ongoing, so approximately 50% of the subjects in that pool are listed as 
completed.  

Table 13. Disposition of Subjects in the Integrated Analysis

POOL 1 POOL 2

CVT-301
N=270
n (%)

Placebo
N=155
n (%)

CVT-301
N=583
n (%)

Enrolled to study 279 161 603

Safety population 270 155 583

Completed the study 232 (85.9) 133 (85.8) 333 (57.1)

Ongoing at the time of
ISS data snapshot

91 (15.6)

Study discontinuations 38 (14.1) 22 (14.2) 159 (27.3)

Reason for
discontinuation

Adverse event 10 (26.3) 6 (27.3) 48 (30.2)

Lost to follow-up 2 (5.3) 1 (4.5) 6 (3.8)

Protocol deviation 1 (0.6)

Withdrawal by
subject

21 (55.3) 13 (59.1) 75 (47.2)

Lack of efficacy 2 (5.3) 18 (11.3)

Other 3 (7.9) 2 (9.1) 11 (6.9)
Note: Percentages are based on the safety population; reasons for discontinuation percentages are based on total
number of study discontinuations. POOL 1 includes studies CVT-301-003 and CVT-301-004. POOL 2 includes 
CVT-301 groups from studies CVT- 301-004E and CVT-301-005. Source: ISS Table 1.2.

Cough was the adverse event that most often lead early withdrawal (Table 14).  The adverse 
events leading to early withdrawal were similar across the two doses of CVT-301.

Table 14. Treatment-emergent Adverse Events Leading to Withdrawal from the Study
(Safety Population)

POOL 1 POOL 2

CVT-301
N=270
n (%)

Placebo
N=155
n (%)

CVT-301
N=583
n (%)

Subjects with an adverse event leading to
withdrawal from the study 10 (3.7) 6 (3.9) 47 (8.1)

Cough 3 (1.1) 10 (1.7)
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Hallucination 1 (0.6) 3 (0.5)

Throat irritation 1 (0.4) 2 (0.3)

Bronchitis 2 (0.3)

Dyskinesia 2 (0.3)

Dyspnoea 2 (0.3)

Euphoric mood 2 (0.3)

Upper respiratory tract irritation 2 (0.3)

Vision blurred 2 (0.3)
Source: Adapted from Applicant’s Table

Serious Adverse Events

In uncontrolled studies (Pool 2), 76 patients had 111 serious adverse events (SAE). Besides 
dyspnea (2 cases on CVT-301 60 mg), the SAEs do not appear related to treatment with CVT-
301.  The frequency of any individual SAE did not appear dose related.  Overall, fracture of 
various bones was the most common SAE.  In a long-term study in patients with PD, fall and 
fractures and often among the most frequently observed adverse events. 

The only death in the NDA was in a patient in Study CVT-301-005 who drowned while 
swimming in a pool.  

All Adverse Events

The most frequently reported adverse events in uncontrolled studies (Pool 2) are similar in 
frequency to those observed in placebo-controlled studies (Pool 1) (Table 15).  Cough, falls and 
upper respiratory tract infections were consistently the most common adverse events.

Table 15. Treatment-emergent Adverse Events R
(Safety Population)

POOL 1 POOL 2

CVT-301
N=270
n (%)

Placebo
N=155
n (%)

CVT-301
N=583
n (%)

Cough 37 (13.7) 3 (1.9) 80 (13.7)

Fall 8 (3.0) 3 (1.9) 56 (9.6)

Upper respiratory tract
infection

9 (3.3) 3 (1.9) 32 (5.5)

Dyskinesia 10 (3.7) 1 (0.6) 32 (5.5)

Nasopharyngitis 5 (1.9) 2 (1.3) 29 (5.0)

Throat irritation 9 (3.3) 1 (0.6) 20 (3.4)
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Back pain 6 (2.2) 22 (3.8)

Nausea 9 (3.3) 3 (1.9) 12 (2.1)

Sputum discoloured 8 (3.0) 13 (2.2)

Urinary tract infection 5 (1.9) 1 (0.6) 14 (2.4)

Dizziness 6 (2.2) 7 (4.5) 14 (2.4)

Arthralgia 17 (2.9)

Headache 8 (3.0) 2 (1.3) 8 (1.4)

Pain in extremity 4 (1.5) 1 (0.6) 12 (2.1)

Hallucination 4 (1.5) 2 (1.3) 10 (1.7)

Oropharyngeal Pain 2 (0.7) 1 (0.6) 12 (2.1)

Influenza 6 (2.2) 8 (1.4)

Constipation 2 (0.7) 1 (0.6) 12 (2.1)

Hypertension 3 (1.1) 1 (0.6) 11 (1.9)

Laceration 5 (1.9) 9 (1.5)

Only patients treated with CVT-301-excludes untreated Observational Cohort
Source: Adapted from the Applicant’s ISS

Clinical Laboratory and Vital Sign Assessments
Across controlled and uncontrolled studies, there were no clinically meaningful shift in 
laboratory analytes or vital signs.

Adverse Events of Special Interest

There were relatively few patients with a reported AE of Impulse control disorder individual 
terms (e.g., Hypersexuality, Gambling, Punding, Walkabout, Hyperphagia) and word stems 
(e.g., sex, master, eat, spend, gambl, shop, wander, hobby, etc.): 2 reports of hypersexuality, 
and 3 reports of Impulse-control disorder. This topic is further discussed below under “Other 
Regulatory Issues”.

Pulmonary Safety Studies
The review division consulted the Division of Pulmonary, Allergy, and Rheumatology Products
(DPARP) early in the clinical development program for CVT-301, to help in evaluating the 
safety of inhaled levodopa.  Dr. Mary O’Donnell, Medical Officer and Dr. Banu Karimi-Shah, 
Medical Team Leader, are the consultants from DPARP who reviewed the pulmonary safety 
information. Most of the comments below are excerpted from the DPARP review authored by 
Dr. O’Donnell.

Study 004E
The design and enrollment in study CVT-301 004E was described earlier in this review. The 
magnitude of the change from baseline was inconsistent/variable over time (including at 
follow-up). Overall, neither AEs nor spirometry demonstrated a dose-response for pulmonary 
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safety signals. Further interpretation of the safety findings in Study 004E is limited due to the 
lack of a control group.

Study CVT-301-005
The primary objective of this study was to assess pulmonary function via spirometry (FEV1, 
FVC, and FEV1/FVC ratio) over a 12-month period. Only CVT-301 naïve patients were
enrolled. Four-hundred-eight patients were enrolled; patients were assigned to CVT-301 84 mg
(n=278) or the OC (n=130). The consulting reviewers found that none of the differences in 
spirometry assessments were clinically or statistically significant. The change in spirometry and 
profile of adverse events did not demonstrate a response for pulmonary safety signals.

CVT-301-008
The study was a multiple-dose, randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, 2-period 
crossover study investigating the safety and PK of CVT-301 84 mg compared to placebo in 26 
asthmatic patients. Ten of 25 subjects who received CVT-301 had reductions in FEV1 > 15% 
(ranging from 15% - 59% from 15 minutes to 12 hours post dose). Four of the 10 patients who 
had this reduction also had >15% reduction in FEV1 (15% to 47%) following administration of 
placebo. The pulmonary reviewer commented that changes in spirometry were reversible, 
asymptomatic and subjects did not require rescue medications. While individual patients 
appeared to have reductions in FEV1 > 12%, which would meet the criteria of bronchial 
hyperresponsiveness, the concern for this as a safety signal is weakened by the fact that 4 of 
these patients had similar FEV1 reductions in response to placebo. Further, the mean changes 
from baseline in both absolute and percent predicted FEV1 did not meet ATS criteria for 
bronchial hyper-responsiveness.  Cough was the most frequent respiratory AE, occurring in 15 
(60%) of CVT-301 treated patients.
There are no pulmonary safety signals that preclude approval of Inbrija. Labeling 
recommendation provided Applicant’s proposed labeling is reasonable. The order of the 
statement in the Warnings and Precautions section of labeling was changed in response to 
reviewer’s comments about labeling.

Safety Conclusions

As an adequate bridge has been provided to Sinemet, the systemic safety of Inbrija is addressed 
by the prior finding of safety for Sinemet. The local toxicity was adequately addressed in the 
application. The adverse event profile of inhaled levodopa includes cough, which was mild to 
moderate in severity and resolved spontaneously. The pulmonary function study data provides 
adequate information to support the safety of the use of CVT-301, as proposed in labeling.

7. Pediatrics

The Applicant had an agreed initial Pediatric Study Plan, and the application included the 
Applicant’s Pediatric Plan with a request for a full waiver from the pediatric studies required 
under the Pediatric Research Equity Act (PREA).  The Applicant’s rationale is that Parkinson’s 
disease occurs primarily in the adult population and the disease is very rare in the pediatric 
population; thus, studies in the pediatric population would be impossible or highly impractical 
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to conduct was found to be supportive of the request for a full waiver. The Pediatric Research 
Committee (PERC) granted the applicant’s request for a full pediatric waiver. 

8. Other Relevant Regulatory Issues

Controlled Substance Staff
Alicja Lerner, M.D., Ph.D. was the Controlled Substance Staff reviewer for this application.
Dr. Lerner recommends added statements to the Warnings and Precautions section of labeling 
to describe “Dopamine Dysregulation Syndrome (DDS) ” and “Withdrawal”. Dr. Lerner 
asserts that Inbrija may have much greater misuse potential than oral levodopa formulations, 
possibly due to its PK and the pulsatile nature of its administration. She bases her 
recommendation on the fact that a small number of patients did not return some of the unused 
study drug (e.g., 7 patients on active drug in Study CVT-301-004, vs. 3 on placebo). Dr. Lerner 
also describes development of new DDS symptoms or worsening of existing DDS scores as 
detected with positive responses (at least one “yes”) on part C. MEDICATION USE of the 
QUIP (Questionnaire for Impulsive-Compulsive disorders in Parkinson’s) scale in PD patients 
during the Phase 2 and 3 clinical studies. The QUIP scale is a patient-rated screening 
instrument for  impulse control disorders (e.g., hypersexuality, compulsive gambling, punding, 
compulsive eating and medication overuse) in patients with PD treated with dopaminergic 
drugs. Specifically, Dr. Lerner asserts that in the Study CVT-301-004, 20 (8.8%) PD patients 
exposed to Inbrija developed new DDS symptoms at some point or had worsening of pre-
existing ones.

Dr. Martin Rusinowitz, Senior Medical Officer, and Dr. Dominic Chiapperino, Director of the 
Controlled Substance Staff, note that there is little convincing evidence to conclude a 
withdrawal syndrome after discontinuation of Inbrija. They note that “although there are indeed 
some gaps in data collection during the Sponsor’s evaluation, as discussed at length in Dr.
Lerner’s review, the data available for review of dependence and withdrawal indicate that most, 
if not all, of the “withdrawal” signs and symptoms reported after drug discontinuation are 
ubiquitous in patients with PD and often exacerbated by a rebound effect typical of physical 
dependence seen in most drugs which treat maladies of the CNS”. Dr. Rusinowitz and 
Chiapperino also discuss Dr. Lerner’s for a PMR to further study withdrawal and dependence,
and find that “a PMR to further evaluate dependence and withdrawal in this patient population 
is unnecessary and perhaps unethical”. We concur.

Dr. Rusinowitz and Chiapperino also discuss that “DDS is a rare (< 5%) consequence of 
patients taking levodopa and/or dopamine agonist drugs and may occur even in PD patients not 
taking greater doses than prescribed.  Although many of the impulsive behaviors seen 
(compulsive gambling, hypersexuality, spending) may cause social and economic difficulties, 
they are rare and not medically significant enough to be added to the label’s Warnings and 
Precautions section.  Many of the most important findings in DDS, particularly impulse control 
disorder (ICD), psychosis and dyskinesia are already in Warnings and Precautions as class 
language.  Lastly, in the Inbrija clinical program, an analysis of the Questionnaire for 
Impulsive-Compulsive Disorders in Parkinson” (QUIP), designed to capture ICD symptoms 
seen in DDS, showed only rare, isolated, and insignificant evidence of intentional medication 
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overuse.” We agree with Dr. Rusinowitz and Chiapperino conclusions about the DDS issue 
raised by Dr. Lerner.

Moreover, the consultative review requested by CSS to The Division of Epidemiology 
concludes that levodopa is not a substance of abuse in non-PD patients.  In addition, the reports 
are almost exclusively from the published literature. One of the most relevant conclusion of this 
review with the statement, “Levodopa misuse/abuse prevalence estimates varied substantially 
based on patient characteristics. NDA 209184 Inbrija is formulated as an inhaled powder, and it 
is not clear how formulation may affect misuse/abuse patterns.”

I also examined the applicant’s datasets for Study 004 and ISS-004E, which include the results 
for the QUIP (Questionnaire for Impulsive-Compulsive disorders in Parkinson’s), with the 
section of medication use that Dr. Learner references.  A sample from the Study 004 Case 
Report Form (CRF) for the Medication Use section of the QUIP is provided in figure 4.

Figure 4. QUIP (From the Case Report Form Study CVT-301 004)

The variable CMFL(Figure 5) flags positive responses for medication use items in the QUIP
listed in the variable PRAM as simple yes/no responses.
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Figure 5. Define File Study CVT-301 004

For study CVT-301-004, the ADQUIP dataset CMFL is the variable column for QUIP-
Medication Use items. A search of this data finds that no patient responded with a “yes (Y)”
responses for the medication use question on the QUIP, at any visit.

An analysis of the open-label Study CVT-301 004E ADQUIP dataset (including the 120-Day 
Update) finds one patient in the 60-mg dose arm and 2 in the 84-mg dose arm who responded
“yes” to items on the QUIP Medication Use questions; each subject with a “yes” response 
responded “yes” for a single visit, with no other “yes” responses to medication use questions at 
all other visits. Tables 16 and 17 identify the patients in the applicant’s datasets, and provide 
information about the dose, visit and questions with an affirmative response.

Table 16. Study CVT-301 004E Response to QUIP-Medication Use Questions
TRTA

60 mg CVT-301
DL2

CMFL CMFL
PARAM N Y N Y
QUIP1-Increased the Amt. PD Meds on own 72 1 77 2
QUIP1-Taking too Much PD Medication 72 1 77 2
QUIP1-Trouble to Control Amt. PD Meds 72 1 77 2
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TRTA
60 mg CVT-301

DL2
CMFL CMFL

PARAM N Y N Y
QUIP-Hoard/Hide PD Meds to Inc Dose 72 1 77 2
QUIP-Increased PD Meds Because Feel ON 72 1 77 2

Table 17. Study CVT-301 004E Subjects with a Positive Response to QUIP-Medication 
Use Questions by Treatment, Arm and Visit
STUDYID USUBJID TRTA AVISIT PARAM CMFL
CVT-301-
004E

CVT-301-004 CVT-301
DL2

TV5 QUIP1-Taking too Much PD 
Medication

Y

CVT-301-
004E

CVT-301
DL2

TV5 QUIP1-Increased the Amt. PD 
Meds on own

Y

CVT-301-
004E

CVT-301
DL2

TV5 QUIP-Increased PD Meds Because 
Feel ON

Y

CVT-301-
004E

CVT-301
DL2

TV5 QUIP1-Trouble to Control Amt. PD 
Meds

Y

CVT-301-
004E

CVT-301
DL2

TV5 QUIP-Hoard/Hide PD Meds to Inc 
Dose

Y

CVT-301-
004E

CVT-301-004E- CVT-301
DL2

TV5 QUIP1-Taking too Much PD 
Medication

Y

CVT-301-
004E

CVT-301
DL2

TV5 QUIP1-Increased the Amt. PD 
Meds on own

Y

CVT-301-
004E

CVT-301
DL2

TV5 QUIP-Increased PD Meds Because 
Feel ON

Y

CVT-301-
004E

CVT-301
DL2

TV5 QUIP1-Trouble to Control Amt. PD 
Meds

Y

CVT-301-
004E

CVT-301
DL2

TV5 QUIP-Hoard/Hide PD Meds to Inc 
Dose

Y

CVT-301-
004E

CVT-301-005- 60 mg TV4 QUIP1-Taking too Much PD 
Medication

Y

CVT-301-
004E

60 mg TV4 QUIP1-Increased the Amt. PD 
Meds on own

Y

CVT-301-
004E

60 mg TV4 QUIP-Increased PD Meds Because 
Feel ON

Y

CVT-301-
004E

60 mg TV4 QUIP1-Trouble to Control Amt. PD 
Meds

Y

CVT-301-
004E

60 mg TV4 QUIP-Hoard/Hide PD Meds to Inc 
Dose

Y

Table 18. Results of a Standardized MedDRA Query for Drug Abuse, Dependence and 
Withdrawal -All Patients in the ISS Dataset Number of Patients Meeting SMQ Criteria by 
Treatment Arm
Flag Type SMQ Code Name of 

Standardized
MedDRA 
Query

CVT-301 60 mg CVT-301
DL2

Placebo

Broad Cumulative 20000100 Drug abuse, 
dependence 
and 

0 0 1 0
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withdrawal
Broad Cumulative 20000101 Drug abuse 

and 
dependence

0 0 1 0

Broad Individual 20000101 Drug abuse 
and 
dependence

0 0 1 0

Overall, there is no evidence of medication overuse in the largest placebo-controlled trial in the 
application.  Information from open-label studies indicates that patient self-reports of 
intentional medication overuse are rare and isolated.  Together, this suggests that there is no, or 
limited evidence of medication overuse in the clinical development program for Inbrija. The 
ICD events reported using QUIP and as adverse events are consistent with impulse control 
disorders that are already described in the proposed label. The results of the SMQ analysis 
using broad search criteria do not show an association between abuse, dependence or 
withdrawal in patients treated with CVT-301. A search using narrow SMQ criteria returned no 
cases of dependence, addiction or abuse.

Data Integrity/GCP

The Applicant has certified that they did not use in any capacity the services of any person 
debarred under section 306 of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act in connection
with this 505(b)(2) NDA 209184 submission for CVT-301 (levodopa inhalation powder).

Acorda presented a list investigators and study personnel with and without disclosable financial 
relationships for the studies supporting the effectiveness of CVT-301 in the NDA.

Office of Scientific Investigations Inspections
The clinical sites were chosen primarily based on numbers of enrolled subjects, numbers of 
adverse events, impact on primary efficacy endpoint for study CVT-301-004, and prior 
inspectional history.
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There were no issues discovered at either site that raised concerns for about the efficacy results 
of the study.  Both sites received inspection classifications of No Action Indicated (NAI).

9. Labeling

Proprietary name

The applicant’s proposed proprietary name “Inbrija” was found acceptable by DMEPA.

Human Factors (HF)

On December 5, 2017, the applicant resubmitted NDA 209184 after a Refuse to File action.
DMEPA identified a methodological deficiency during the review of the HF validation study 
results.  The group of untrained patients were provided an overview of the Instructions for Use 
(IFU), which is a form of training. DMEPA determined the results from the untrained patient 
group were not generalizable to the intended user population. The review division 
communicated the human factors study deficiencies to the applicant in a Discipline Review 
letter sent to the Applicant on May 7, 2018.

On June 7, 2018, the applicant submitted a supplemental HF validation study protocol.  
DMEPA reviewed the protocol and provided comment to the applicant that they needed to 
ensure the education levels of the proposed participants are representative of the intended user
Population.  DMEPA also provided recommendation for the container labels.

On July 9, 2018, the applicant submitted the supplemental HF validation study results report to
the NDA. The supplemental HF validation study included 15 untrained patient participants.
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DMEPA found the results of the supplemental HF validation studies acceptable. DMEPA also 
recommended the applicant clarify the format of the NDC number on the container label.  The 
comment was sent to the applicant.

10. Recommendations/Risk Benefit Assessment

Recommended Regulatory Action 
Approval.

Risk Benefit Assessment
The applicant provided clear evidence that Inbrija is effective for the treatment of 
intermittent OFF episodes in patients with Parkinson’s disease, based on a positive effect on 
motor signs of PD, and demonstration of resolution of the OFF episode in a substantially 
greater number of patients treated with Inbrija than in patients on placebo. The applicant 
also successfully established a pharmacokinetic bridge for CVT-301 84 mg to the FDA’s 
finding of safety for the listed product, oral Sinemet tablets.  The application also included 
adequate information about the local (pulmonary) safety of Inbrija.  Information from long-
term safety and pulmonary safety studies did not identify new safety concerns for the drug 
product, device or inhaled route of administration.

Recommendation for Postmarketing Risk Evaluation and Management Strategies
None.

Not Recommendation for other Postmarketing Requirements and Commitments
None.

Recommended Comments to Applicant
None.
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